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Background to project 

“…Once upon a time, in a faraway place, a story 
was told. That story led back to here and now, 

and was told again; only this time, it was slightly 
different…” 

 

In 2013 the University of Limerick Arts Office 
devised a publication to celebrate the 40th 

anniversary 



Forty Tall Tales 

Pupils from local national schools – Milford NS, 
Limerick School Project NS, Mungret Let’s 

Educate Together NS – and students and staff of 
UL were asked to contribute stories to a book 

entitled Forty Tall Tales. 

 

Suggested titles were provided that reflected 
aspects of the University’s physical environment 



“ How The Bridge Turned Black “ and  “ Jim’s Stones “, based on 
the Black Bridge and a popular fishing spot on the river Shannon 

as it runs through the university campus  



The format of the book allowed for 40 
stories – 10 stories from each group 

The Haunted Mansion  
( Milford NS ) 

A Necklace of Swan’s Feathers     
( Milford NS ) 



Limerick School Project 

Edward and the Silver Apples The Magic Chessboard 



Let’s Educate Together, Mungret 

The Salmon That Leapt Too High The Mill on the River 



University of Limerick 

The Girl Who Swallowed an 
Acorn The White Lady 



Milford NS submitted more than 10 stories 
and it was always agreed that another 

publication be created online where the 
authors could view their stories. 

 
Before Christmas 2014 the Arts Office 

found that they had some spare monies 
and decided to publish a small soft cover 
book containing the stories that did not 

appear in the original collection 



The Naughty Bear 

 

 

The Arts Office contacted the school to discuss 
this new publication and learnt of the tragic 

passing of one of the young authors 



The Naughty Bear 
•                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

One sunny day Aaron's mom told him that they were going to the university.   
 

"Can I take my teddy?" asked Aaron  "As long as you keep an eye on it" said mom.  "We don't want to spend all 
afternoon looking for it if you lose it again!" 

  
Aaron took his teddy everywhere, but kept losing it, and there was always a great hunt to find it.  But the truth 

was, when no one was looking, the naughty bear would run away in search of excitement and adventure. 
  

Today was no different.  They arrived at the university.  Mom took out a book and Aaron was busy running 
around the track.  When  the naughty teddy saw that no one was looking, it jumped up and ran away giggling. 

  
“I know what I can do” said the bear. “ I'll go exploring. I can see a castle over there.”   

  
The little bear clambered through the trees to the castle.  “I should just leave.” He turned and ran back outside, 

where he saw to his horror that while he had been exploring Aaron and his mom's car was gone.   
When Aaron had finished his run he found that the bear was missing.  

“Oh, no,! “ groaned mom. They hunted high and low for it, but there was no sign of the bear.       
The bear walked back up towards the track and could see Aaron and his mom in the distance.  He ran along the 

track without been seen and got back to the bench where mom had been reading her book.  
 

Aaron and his mom came back and found him sitting there.  While mom and Aaron scratched their heads 
wondering how this could have happened, the bear was delighted to be back with his family. 

 



Copper Project 

It was decided to ask Mark Wilson to come to 
the school to work with the two year groups 
who had taken part in the original project. 

The completed piece was to have some form of 
subtle commemorative element. 

Mark was selected as the children had recently 
worked with him on a CELT project in the 

university. 



CELT, University of Limerick, 2014 



Milford NS visit 



All our own work 



Jodie 

This picture was sent to the Arts Office with the caption 
“ Pride “ 



First Steps of the Project 

Mark worked with two classes on 
themes of bio diversity and nature 

He encouraged the children to 
draw their own trees and leaves 



The Two Trees 

Each class used a democratic process 
of voting for the most popular images 

The two trees were selected by 
majority decision 



Mark then worked on realising the 
general pattern for both trees 

The Flame Tree The Bear Tree 



The children also made drawings of their favourite animals which were then 
used as patterns 

Diggly Dog…. The concept Diggly Dog…..Final product 



Big Bear 



Horse 



Chuckaluka 



Foxieloxie 



Mark had carefully placed each pattern on the tree, with sea creatures at the 
base, land animals on the trunk and birds and insects in the trees’ branches 



The patterns were cut out in different types of copper and Mark then helped 
the children “draw” their design on the copper blanks using a hammer and 

chisel 



Slowly the trees begin to take shape 



Each tree retaining its own unique shape and narrative between the various 
characters 



Some of the children were afraid that their creature might feel the cold 



But all were delighted to have their favourite 
animal as part of the design 

Mr Gallagher’s class wrote stories about this pig 
who lives in a tree 



UL staff, Milford NS staff and parents were also involved in creating leaves for 
the trees although Mr Gallagher was allowed make his own shark 



Collaborative Art 



Pin’s Journey 
a creative writing response     by Ruth Mc Carthy 

May, 2055. 
 
Hello, I’m Pin Peacock. Today I’m going to tell you about 
my journey to get here. 
 
It all started with a pencil. The pencil moved along the 
page and that made me. I could not move or breathe 
but I had feelings. This was the happiest day of my life. 
 
The big journey had started! Mark Wilson took all the 
pages away to make copper shape cut outs. 
 
The next part was kind of painful. My creator had to use 
a hammer and a chisel to make my beautiful face and 
feathers. 
 
My journey ends here. I got stuck on the copper tree. I 
got stuck on near my 2 best friends; Splodge the 
butterfly and Jay the fox. 
 
The people who helped with the copper tree came to a 
ceremony to celebrate.  
 
And I am still here, 40 years later. 
 
 



The next stage of the project was for Mark to create the frames for each tree 
in Lyons’ forge, Mountshannon, Co Clare 



Stoking the fire 



Hot work 



Hammering and bending 



Closing the circle 



Pattern checking 



 
 

The next stage of the project was to 
weld the frames and  begin assembling 
the design. The shapes were  placed on 

a background of polished copper. 
Leaves made by Milford NS parents and 

staff were also  riveted on to the 
background.  





The Two Trees 

Flame Tree Pattern Bear Tree Pattern 



Starting to finish! 



Rivets, rivets, rivets 



How to make covers for screws 



The Flame Tree 



The Bear Tree 



Pin’s Journey   part 2  by Ruth Mc Carthy  (Age 10) 

Hello again.  Do you remember me? Pin. Ok, a few months ago the craziest thing happened. It all started like 
this: 

 
The Copper Elders told me and my friends, Splodge and Jay, that the “Plastic Warriors” were going to attack 
the Copper Trees. If they succeeded, I , all my friends and everything copper would vanish. So The Elders sent 
us on a mission to take the Orb Plastica and destroy the plastic powers forever. 

 
Our travel started at Page Palace. At Page Palace everything that sets foot on the page becomes a moving 
drawing.  

Firstly we had to get by the Origami Knights. So I flew us all over the paper wall and once we landed, we 
became moving drawings. Then we met with the Paper Princess. She gave us the spear of paper cuts. 

 
Next, after our meeting in the Paper Palace, we travelled to the Wood of Iron. There we met the Metal 
Squirrel. He screeched “WHO GO THERE?”. (Just to say he has vocab problem).  

When he eventually saw us, we had a talk and finally he gave us the Iron Sword. 

 
After that we flew to the Plastic Warriors’ hut. Splodge created a distraction, Jay knocked them out and 
I  grasped the orb and I destroyed it. 

 
At the annual Oxidising ceremony, the Copper Elders thanked Jay, Splodge and me for our bravery. 

 
 



Lá an Chruinniú 

The unveiling of the Flame and Bear 
trees in  

Milford NS, April 29,2015 



Sunshine 



Cruinniú na gCrann 

 

The principal, staff and pupils of Milford NS 
hosted the launch of the trees. They chose the 
importance of trees to our Celtic forefathers as 

the theme of this cruinniú.  



The Ceremony 



Trees connect us to our past 

The ancient Celts were people of nature. The 
landscape was considered sacred and the 
natural world was experienced as a divine 

presence. Trees were considered elder beings of 
wisdom, the ancient ancestors of mankind. They 

gave shelter and protection, provided 
sustenance and were a source of healing and 

medicine. They were a connection to the world 
of spirits and a doorway into another world. 



Ceremonial Trees 
The ancient Celts explored their spirituality through the 
symbolism of nature. The tree was the natural symbol 
of the three domains, with branches that reached into 

the sky, its trunk in the earth, and roots spreading deep 
underground into the sacred streams. Each tree had its 
own sacred purpose and each community had its own 

sacred tree, usually located near a well or a stream 
where ceremonies and assemblies were held. This tree 
represented the soul of the community. It spoke to the 

Celts of stability, strength, growth, expansion and a 
higher perspective 



9 Special Trees 

Druid tradition regarded nine trees as 
particularly sacred. These were the oak, ash, 
yew, hawthorn, hazel, willow, birch, elm and 
alder. Wood from the nine sacred trees was 

used to light the fires at the festival of Bealtaine 
to mark the coming of the summer. Smoke from 
the fires purified the lands and cattle, and the 
embers were used to relight the hearth fires of 

every home in the community 



Oak 

The oak was regarded as 
the tree of life. Trees were 
often assigned to one of 
the Celtic gods and their 
likenesses carved from it. 
St Columba founded his 
monasteries in oak groves 
as did St Brigid in Cill Dara 
– church of the oak. 



Ash 

 

Regarded as the solar tree 
sacred to the gods of lightning. 

The woods emits an intense 
heat even when green and was 

a suitable wood for healing 
purposes. Saplings of ash were 

used for spears and druid 
wands due to its flexibility, 
strength and resistance to 

splitting 



Yew 

 Some yew trees live up to 
4,000 years. Shields and 
weaponry made from its wood 
were highly admired and 
thought to bring victory on the 
battlefield and long life to the 
warrior. Boughs were placed 
on Celtic graves and planted 
on top of burial mounds. It 
remained sacred after the 
coming of Christianity and 
churches were built where 
yews were found. 



Hawthorn 

Sacred to the fairies its magical 
powers were said to be 

greatest when found growing 
beside an oak or ash tree. 

Some farmers still plough a 
wide circle around them for 
fear of offending the fairies 
that might inhabit the tree. 
They embody the union of 
opposites; nestled tightly 
among its large and lethal 
horns is the glorious May 

blossom 



Hazel 

Regarded by the Celts as a tree 
of wisdom. It grew near their 

holy wells. People chewed the 
hazelnut to attain knowledge 
or inspiration. In Irish legend 
the salmon of knowledge was 
fattened on hazelnuts and the 

warrior hero Fionn Mac 
Cumhaill received wisdom and 

the power of prophecy from 
accidentally consuming a 

morsel of the fish 



Willow 

Usually found growing 
near water. In common 

with the birch it has many 
therapeutic properties, in 
particular as a remedy for 
aches and fevers. Willow 
was associated with the 
moon, intuition and the 

gods of water and healing 



Birch 

Druids carried birch bark with 
them as kindling as it served 
such a perfect igniter even 

when damp. When burned it 
was believed to drive out evil 
spirits, especially those that 

plagued cattle. Useful in 
treating gout, rheumatism, 
arthritis and skin ailments 



Elm 

 

The Celts believed it was 
the protector of burial 
passages and aided the 

soul’s passage to the 
Otherworld. In the 

medieval period hollowed 
elm trunks were widely 

used as waterpipes. 



Alder 

Used by the Celts to make 
charcoal for blacksmiths it also 

produced coloured dyes, 
particularly a red hue 

associated with warriors and 
battle. Although a poor 

firewood it was perfect for the 
steadily hot conditions 

required to forge weaponry. 
Hollow twigs were tied 

together as charms against 
flooding. 



Courtyard Scenes 



Song Composition with Music Regeneration 
MNS 2015 

• You don’t have to be like me 

• Just be all the things that you can be, it’s easy 

• You don’t need to shout or fight 

• To reach up to the highest height. It’s alright 

• It’s not you against me 

• We come from the same, the same tree 

• So be who you wanna be , who you wanna be 

• It’s not you against me, 

• We come from the same, the same tree 

• So grab my hand and dance with me, dance with me, dance 
with me   



Trees are Sanctuaries 
"Trees are sanctuaries. Whoever knows how to speak to them, 
whoever knows how to listen to them, can learn the truth. They do not 
preach learning and precepts, they preach, undeterred by particulars, 
the ancient law of life. 

A tree says: A kernel is hidden in me, a spark, a thought, I am life from 
eternal life. The attempt and the risk that the eternal mother took with 
me is unique, unique the form and veins of my skin, unique the 
smallest play of leaves in my branches and the smallest scar on my 
bark. I was made to form and reveal the eternal in my smallest special 
detail. 

A tree says: My strength is trust. I know nothing about my fathers, I 
know nothing about the thousand children that every year spring out 
of me. I live out the secret of my seed to the very end, and I care for 
nothing else. I trust that God is in me. I trust that my labour is holy. 
Out of this trust I live." 

• - Hermann Hesse 

 



Heartswood 



The Restorative Power of Art 

Cruinniú na gCrann has been an important 
process of healing for the community of Milford 

National School. The Flame Tree and the Bear 
Tree have brought us all together in moments of 

commemoration and celebration. The many 
hands and hearts that made these trees will 
someday sit under other leafy boughs and 

remember what we shared 



“A” is for Aaron 


